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Bible Book Book Usherwood Stephen
On the company's 40th anniversary this month, CEO and founder Stephen Strang announced he has restructured the company to 'streamline' operations.
Charisma Media Restructures Media and Publishing
With three million copies in print in twenty-eight languages, The New Lion Handbook to the Bible has earned an outstanding reputation as the most helpful and accessible guide to the world's all-time ...
The Lion Handbook to the Bible
As detailed in the essay “ The Wheel of Fortune ” by Bev Vincent, Stephen King experienced a touch of creative frustration in the mid-to-late-1970s. During that period he developed a number of ideas ...
Adapting Stephen King's The Dead Zone: Checking The Status Of The Ice Under The 1983 David Cronenberg Movie
Lisa Ellen Niver, M.A. Education, is a science teacher and an award-winning travel expert who has explored 101 countries and six continents. She sailed the seven seas by cruise ship for seven ...
Remembering our Scars, Finding our Strength with Cantor Emma Lutz
Shepherds were considered among the lowest caste of society and the very poor commonly ate sycamore figs. Amos’ background adds irony to God’s choice for a spokesman because the wealthy oppressed the ...
How the Prophet Amos Warns Us against Fake Worship
Photo by Ann Hearn Tobolowsky Alan Mandell and Stephen Tobolowsky at the first (pre-pandemic) reading for “A Good Day at Auschwitz.” Tobolowsky, referring to the Five Book-structure of our liv ...
Stephen Tobolowsky has a Talmud story to tell you
In the 2002 book Understanding the Bible, author Stephen L. Harris argued the myth may have been inspired during the Babylonian captivity, when Jews were driven out of Judea after the siege of ...
Archaeology news: Bible expert unveils 'evidence' Tower of Babel was REAL 4,000 years ago
Ulysses continues to be one of the central books of the twentieth century and this is an audacious new take on it. It was never meant to be an abstruse a book for the elite, argues Declan Kiberd. It ...
Ulysses and Us: The Art of Everyday Living
Thomson, Stephen ... book opens with the quote: "Seek simplicity, accept complexity. Exploit simplification, avoid complication.” On all counts, this book succeeds magnificently!' David Marshall - ...
Essentials of Atmospheric and Oceanic Dynamics
The MyPillow tycoon has lost business pumping up Trump conspiracy theories, and probably lost his chance at a political future. But he believes he’s on a divine mission to overturn the election—and he ...
Why Mike Lindell Can’t Stop
From a fallen angel to a bearded, red-hued man with horns (wearing his very own Nike Satan shoes, as reported in The Guardian) the Prince of Darkness' appearance has been reinvented many times. The ...
What does the devil look like? Here's 8 historical images of Satan
The Jews divided their sacred books into sections. The chapter division, as found in the Bible today, dates from the thirteenth century and is the work of Stephen Langton, professor at the ...
Divisions of the Bible
The “canon” in the title of Jess McHugh’s “Americanon” (Dutton) consists of thirteen American books, from “The Old Farmer’s Almanac,” first published in 1792, to Stephen R ... from the library after ...
What Our Biggest Best-Sellers Tell Us About a Nation’s Soul
Writers often agree: The Bible is a good ... and most recently, Stephen Prothero, the author of "Religious Literacy," because the lot of us seem to believe that God's book is, if not great ...
Biblical Illiteracy or Reading the Bestseller
The Book of Ruth ... of this text in the Bible, this book will enhance both your Shavuot holiday and your appreciation of the meaning of the biblical narrative. Stephen G. Donshik, D.S.W ...
Book of Ruth reexamined, contextualized in new book
Scrolling past canon-worthy novelists, I found a candidate more recognizable from movie credits than book covers. The next Zoom class, I shared the following Stephen King quote: “If you want to ...
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